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the distinction between application and applications is that application is an uncountable noun in that context and thus expresses general applicability applications is the unmodified
plural of an application and the reader will expect suggestions for applications tl dr use whichever you like but don t spent too much time thinking about any potential semantic
difference for the most part there isn t one edit singular or plural the construction subject text with application s to associated subject s is relatively formal when to is used that makes
interactive media the direct object something someone external applies eye tracking to interactive media when you use in that means interactive media is an adverbial you apply eye
tracking you apply for a job apply with the word with in this idiom implies agency the means by which you apply you can apply with the click of a mouse you can apply with a printed
application you can apply with a program like compass or a service like monster both application to and application in are correct but they are used in different contexts application to is
used when referring to the act of applying something to a specific situation or purpose while application in is used when referring to the use or implementation of something within a
specific context you could use to because presumably you re applying what you ve learned in your research to a problem in a particular field you could use in because when you apply
your research you re doing so within a particular domain application on would be used for physically sticking something onto something else e g smooth application of stickers on stucco
walls is nearly impossible most other pairings of application and on are incidental 1 apply on is a term used to mean place on the surface of e g one applies a bandage on their skin x
applies to y means x has to do with y in regard to relating topics so you want to use to which one is correct we show its application on or we show its application in its refer to something
e g method high quality example sentences with with applications to in context from reliable sources ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english
difference apply to we use it when putting ourselves forward as a candidate for something such as a course of study or a job e g apply to graduate apply to a company for employment
apply to a bank s loan department for a loan saying something is important etc application definition 1 an official request for something usually in writing 2 a computer program that is
designed learn more examples of application in a sentence how to use it 99 examples as shown in the following energy per nucleon appropriate for different mathematics with
applications in the management natural and social sciences helps you build a a strong mathematical foundation with 4 chapters of algebra coverage before tackling finite mathematics
and applied calculus it motivates through its grounded presentation and real world applications open task manager select the service related to one of the identified malicious software
applications running in the process tab select the option end task to attempt to stop the applications are pieces of software that enable a user to perform certain tasks on a computer or
mobile device all computers and mobile devices contain preloaded or built in applications such as a web browser calculator and media player get help understanding applications on a
computer so you can answer the question what are applications and how do they work advanced statistics with applications in r author s eugene demidenko first published 5 november
2019 print isbn 9781118387986 online isbn 9781119449195 doi 10 1002 9781119449195 2020 john wiley sons inc book series wiley series in probability and statistics please download
and use the necessary forms from application guidelines or online application form the online application includes the following items take a look at the detailed explanations for each
one apply verb əˈplaɪ applies applied intransitive to make a formal request 申 もう し込 こ む to apply for a job 仕事に応募する students applying to colleges 大学に志願する学生 intransitive to relate to 適用 てきよ
う される the rules apply to everyone そのルールは全員に適用される transitive to use in order to affect 利用 りよう する
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prepositions can one say with application to instead of May 12 2024 the distinction between application and applications is that application is an uncountable noun in that context and
thus expresses general applicability applications is the unmodified plural of an application and the reader will expect suggestions for applications
word usage choosing between with applications to and Apr 11 2024 tl dr use whichever you like but don t spent too much time thinking about any potential semantic difference for the
most part there isn t one edit singular or plural the construction subject text with application s to associated subject s is relatively formal
word choice applications in vs applications to english Mar 10 2024 when to is used that makes interactive media the direct object something someone external applies eye
tracking to interactive media when you use in that means interactive media is an adverbial you apply eye tracking
apply to apply for and apply with daily writing tips Feb 09 2024 you apply for a job apply with the word with in this idiom implies agency the means by which you apply you can apply
with the click of a mouse you can apply with a printed application you can apply with a program like compass or a service like monster
application to or application in textranch Jan 08 2024 both application to and application in are correct but they are used in different contexts application to is used when referring to the
act of applying something to a specific situation or purpose while application in is used when referring to the use or implementation of something within a specific context
word usage applying to or applying in english language Dec 07 2023 you could use to because presumably you re applying what you ve learned in your research to a problem in
a particular field you could use in because when you apply your research you re doing so within a particular domain
application on vs application in wordreference forums Nov 06 2023 application on would be used for physically sticking something onto something else e g smooth application of
stickers on stucco walls is nearly impossible most other pairings of application and on are incidental
prepositions expression application to or application Oct 05 2023 1 apply on is a term used to mean place on the surface of e g one applies a bandage on their skin x applies to y means
x has to do with y in regard to relating topics so you want to use to
grammar it s application on or application in english Sep 04 2023 which one is correct we show its application on or we show its application in its refer to something e g method
with applications to english examples in context ludwig Aug 03 2023 high quality example sentences with with applications to in context from reliable sources ludwig is the
linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english
applications for or in learn english preply Jul 02 2023 difference apply to we use it when putting ourselves forward as a candidate for something such as a course of study or a job e g
apply to graduate apply to a company for employment apply to a bank s loan department for a loan saying something is important etc
application english meaning cambridge dictionary Jun 01 2023 application definition 1 an official request for something usually in writing 2 a computer program that is designed learn
more
application in a sentence sentence examples by cambridge Apr 30 2023 examples of application in a sentence how to use it 99 examples as shown in the following energy per
nucleon appropriate for different
mathematics with applications in the management natural and Mar 30 2023 mathematics with applications in the management natural and social sciences helps you build a a strong
mathematical foundation with 4 chapters of algebra coverage before tackling finite mathematics and applied calculus it motivates through its grounded presentation and real world
applications
how to identify and remove vpn applications that fbi Feb 26 2023 open task manager select the service related to one of the identified malicious software applications running in the
process tab select the option end task to attempt to stop the
what are applications with types and differences indeed Jan 28 2023 applications are pieces of software that enable a user to perform certain tasks on a computer or mobile
device all computers and mobile devices contain preloaded or built in applications such as a web browser calculator and media player
computer basics understanding applications gcfglobal org Dec 27 2022 get help understanding applications on a computer so you can answer the question what are applications
and how do they work
advanced statistics with applications in r wiley series in Nov 25 2022 advanced statistics with applications in r author s eugene demidenko first published 5 november 2019 print
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isbn 9781118387986 online isbn 9781119449195 doi 10 1002 9781119449195 2020 john wiley sons inc book series wiley series in probability and statistics
online application for utokyo students steps students and Oct 25 2022 please download and use the necessary forms from application guidelines or online application form the
online application includes the following items take a look at the detailed explanations for each one
apply translate english to japanese cambridge dictionary Sep 23 2022 apply verb əˈplaɪ applies applied intransitive to make a formal request 申 もう し込 こ む to apply for a job 仕事に応募する
students applying to colleges 大学に志願する学生 intransitive to relate to 適用 てきよう される the rules apply to everyone そのルールは全員に適用される transitive to use in order to affect 利用 りよう する
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